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ACROSS

3 Theory that states that the passage of time can cause the erosion of long
term potentiation - or forgetting

6 Discovered the role of overlearning in his early memory research
8 This part of the brain, which processes smoothness and coordination of is

responsible for processing procedural memories.
10 If you had to memorize the list of numbers 2009199917761984 and chose to

remember it as 2009 1999 1776 1984, you are using the technique of
11 Type of amnesia where you do not recall anything that happened right before

head trauma
12 Memories we consciously retrieve like semantic and episodic memories
15 objects/events that typically represent the natural concept
17 Method of enhancing STM where you repeat information over and over again
18 social aspects of language
19 Also known as working memory, it can store about as much as we can

rehearse in 1.5 to 2 seconds
21 study of the psychological mechanisms related to language acquisition
23 Memory Theory that compares memory to how a computer functions
24 all mental activities associated with thinking, including memory, knowing,

communicating
25 Basic sounds in a language

DOWN

1 type of thinking that produces many different correct answer to the same

question
2 prelinguistic event consisting of producing basic sounds in a language
4 Shrinkage of the hippocampus and a lack of ACh are both associated with

this disease
5 Found that memory is not processed by only one part of the brain by studying

brains.
7 only seeing objects in terms of their customary usage
9 Articulated the Cocktail Party Phenomenon

13 known for her research on the difficulty of relying on eyewitness testimony
14 hand gestures used in non-verbal communication
16 Step-by-step methods that guarantee a solution; can be tedious and time

consuming
20 Proposed the language acquisition device
22 The part of the brain that processes emotional memories


